KS1 Enquiry Based Learning: medium term planning/ Enquiry journey

Class:

Learning objectives
Year 1 Reading

listening to and discussing a wide range of
poems, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond
that at which they can read independently

being encouraged to link what they read or hear
read to their own experiences

drawing on what they already know or on
background information and vocabulary provided
by the teacher

participate in discussion about what is read to
them, taking turns and listening to what others
say
Year 2 Reading

being introduced to non-fiction books that are
structured in different ways

discussing and clarifying the meanings of words,
linking new meanings to

known vocabulary

discussing their favourite words and phrases

drawing on what they already know or on
background information and

vocabulary provided by the teacher

making inferences on the basis of what is being
said and done

answering and asking questions

participate in discussion about books, poems and
other works that are read to them and

Year 1 Writing

composing a sentence orally before writing it

discuss what they have written with the teacher or
other pupils

read aloud their writing clearly enough to be
heard by their peers and the teacher.

apply simple spelling rules and guidance

naming the letters of the alphabet in order

using letter names to distinguish between
alternative spellings of the same sound
Year 2 Writing

writing narratives about personal experiences
and those of others (real and

fictional)

writing about real events

writing for different purposes

planning or saying out loud what they are going
to write about

writing down ideas and/or key words, including
new vocabulary

learning how to use both familiar and new
punctuation correctly including full stops, capital
letters,

apply spelling rules and guidance

subordination (because) and co-ordination (using
and)

segmenting spoken words into phonemes and
representing these by graphemes

History Pupils should be taught about:

changes within living memory. Where appropriate, these should be used to reveal aspects of change in
national life

events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally [for example, the Great Fire of London,
the first aeroplane flight or events commemorated through festivals or anniversaries]

the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and international achievements.
Some should be used to compare aspects of life in different periods [for example, Elizabeth I and Queen
Victoria, Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong, William Caxton and Tim Berners-Lee, Pieter Bruegel the
Elder and LS Lowry, Rosa Parks and Emily Davison, Mary Seacole and/or Florence Nightingale and Edith
Cavell]

significant historical events, people and places in their own locality.
Computing

use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and
support when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies.

use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content

understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices; and that programs
execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions

create and debug simple programs

use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs
Art and Design:

to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination.

about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the differences and similarities
between different practices and disciplines, and making links to their own work.

to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and
space

Spoken language

ask relevant questions to extend their
understanding and knowledge

use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary

give well-structured descriptions, explanations
and narratives for different purposes, including for
expressing feelings

participate in discussions, presentations,
performances, role play, improvisations and
debates

Theme/Focus question
I’m a small part of the world
Anticipated timescale:
5 weeks

Year 1 Maths

recognise and name common 2-D and 3-D shapes, including: 2-D shapes [for example, rectangles (including
squares), circles and triangles] and 3-D shapes [for example, cuboids (including cubes), pyramids and
spheres].

describe position, direction and movement, including whole, half, quarter and three-quarter turns.
Year 2 Maths

identify and describe the properties of 2-D shapes, including the number of sides and line symmetry in a
vertical line

identify and describe the properties of 3-D shapes, including the number of edges, vertices and faces

identify 2-D shapes on the surface of 3-D shapes [for example, a circle on a cylinder and a triangle on a
pyramid]

use mathematical vocabulary to describe position, direction and movement, including movement in a straight
line and distinguishing between rotation as a turn and in terms of right angles for quarter, half and threequarter turns (clockwise and anticlockwise).
Year 1 Daily news

sequence events in chronological order using language [for example, before and after, next, first, today,
yesterday, tomorrow, morning, afternoon and evening]

recognise and use language relating to dates, including days of the week, weeks, months and years

tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times.

measure and begin to record the following: time (hours, minutes, seconds

observe changes across the four seasons

observe and describe weather associated with the seasons and how day length varies.
Year 2 Daily news

compare and sequence intervals of time

tell and write the time to five minutes, including quarter past/to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to
show these times

know the number of minutes in an hour and the number of hours in a day.

interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams and simple tables
Geography
Place knowledge

understand geographical similarities and differences through studying the human and physical geography of a
small area
Geographical skills and fieldwork

use simple compass directions (North, South, East and West) and locational and directional language [for
example, near and far; left and right], to describe the location of features and routes on a map

use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and physical features;
devise a simple map

use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of their school and its grounds and the
key human and physical features of its surrounding environment.

Design technology:
Design

generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through talking, drawing, templates, mock-ups and, where appropriate, information and communication technology
Make

select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing]

select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks [for example, cutting, shaping, joining and finishing]

select from and use a wide range of materials and components including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their characteristics
Evaluate

explore and evaluate a range of existing products

evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria
Year 1 Science
Working scientifically (Key Stage one)

identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, including deciduous and evergreen trees

asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways

identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common flowering plants, including trees.

observing closely, using simple equipment

performing simple tests
Year 2 science

identifying and classifying

observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants

using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions

find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy

gathering and recording data to help in answering questions
RE
PE
Music
Cambridgeshire County Council syllabus
Cambridgeshire County Council syllabus
Music Express
Unit: Harvest (Year 1), ??? (Year 2)
Unit:
Unit: Ourselves &
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Experiences and activities
Key texts:
EYFS: We/re going on a bear hunt
Year 1: The smartest giant in town
Year 2: Journey – Aaron Becker

The journey home

The Train Ride

Mrs Armitage on Wheels

Mr Grumpys outing
Websites:

Hartford Conservation group (buildings in the past)

Pedagogical approaches:
Self-initiated learning:

Making features (human and physical, e.g. round church, park) of local area

Maps and routes

How can we make journey stories?
Focussed enquiry:

What are the features of our local area?

What are the features of maps? What’s the best way to…..?

How can we find out about….?

How many different facts can you find out about…..?

How can we make journey stories?

Directed activity:

Finding information

Shared and guided writing

Writing – journey stories, story maps, leaflets, posters, labels
Direct instruction:

Finding information online

Combing images and text – IT

2simple 2 go - routes

Can you design your own human/physical to improve community?

Shared and guided writing

Talking the text type

Possible assembly visitors

Father Geoff Round church – Rev

Mr Davis

Crossing patrol officer

PSCO

Mayor of Huntingdon

Gymnastics centre manager

St Johns Ambulance (Mrs Norton)

Boat folk

Fire fighters

Football club

Hunts Post

Acorn Centre

Key experiences or events:

Enhancements
Enhanced provision:

Role play: home corner, pictures of local area, maps, globe, uniforms,

Construction: community/people figures, fantasy blocks, human/physical
features images, texts, maps, design templates

Reading corner: journey texts, UK maps/atlases, plans, UK places (NF)

Story telling shelves: school staff puppets, pictures of local school and area,
people who help us, UK cities, fantasy world stories/puppets, link to key text

Writing area: story maps, leaflets, mini books,

Maths zone: challenge cards, e.g. which 3d shapes do you need to build the
round church? How many metres is the playground?

Artists studio: towns – LS Lowry, bridges/Rivers – Monet and Van Gogh










Interviews with Grandparents, parents and local community
Visit Oliver Cromwell museum
Walk of surrounding area
Walk into Huntingdon town centre
Visit All saints Church or round church
Shop visit – pay for item
Visit to Sainsbury’s or Tesco
Barnaby Bear – take along and photograph on walks/make book & map

Plotting the learning journey
Week 1:

Week 2:

Week 3:

Week 4:

Week 5:

Phase 1: Sharing what we know:
Bring in photos from home – house and family
and ask parents for information.
Paint home, plot journey to school, write a book
about home/house/address/journey to school
etc.
Share homes/journeys – what do you notice?
What is the same and what’s different? What
would you like to ask/find out? Class list of
questions.
Journey to school/around school – using IT and
giving directions (maths).

Phase 1/2: Preparing for walk/walk:
Predict what we might find – what does our
community look like? Who lives there? Why are
the people there? Share predictions.

Phase 2: Class walk/enquire
Revisit questions from phase 1 – which can we
easily find out and tick off? Use research
centre, model internet searches, interview
people etc

Phase 2/3: Class enquire
Research enquiry questions…..

Phase 3 & 4: Present and share
Discuss research findings

Bus trip
Walk
Interviews etc

Plan presentation (include writing focus)

Starting stimulus:

Next stimulus:
Walk of our surrounding area via….
EYFS: school grounds and park
Year 1: subway, round church, LP, shops
Year 2: orchard, King of Belgians, old school
house, park KS1 – bus trip around Huntingdon?

1. Address and picture of home
2. Photos of local area, where we live, our
school etc. Google maps etc.

How can we record what we find out? Design
own methods of recording from walk, e.g. plan,
model, pictures, photo etc
Plan enquiry presentation: Who should we tell?
What do we want to tell them? How will we share
this? What do you want to find out?

How can we make up stories about journeys?
Home
Journey
Address
Questions
Directions/position
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Barnaby bear adventures! Photograph local area
walk.
What did you see? What does this tell you? What
did you like/dislike? How could we improve the
area? Show me what you discovered.
Groups/pairs work together to share what they
have found out – present.

Group remaining questions to form enquiry
groups.
Enquiry groups
1.

2.

Next stimulus:
Second walk – from observations on local area
walk……what did children spot and want to
find out about? Where will we go next/return
to? How can we find out ore to answer our
enquiry questions?
Interviews - Local people
Research centre
Hunts Post/local magazine research
Visit Library in town

Plan, predict, enquire
Observational art work?
DT models?
Human and physical features?

Outcome: non chronological report (cross
curricular writing) but focus on writing skills
taught in English
e.g. labelled pictures, leaflet,
Present to audience
Invite parents/family in (different days for
different year groups):
Children share writing, models, photos
(PowerPoint running?) etc – mini station each in
hall?
Evaluate – what do you know now? What have
you enjoyed? What would you do differently
next time?

